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• A large pipeline operator in North America was challenged to quantify the 
system impacts of deferred downstream deliveries. 

• The Operator was also challenged to determine whether existing tankage 
at an upstream terminal would be adequate to store the deferred 
batches. 

• To better understand the system dynamics and overall network impacts, 
the Operator authorized the development of a new network model 
simulation.  

The Opportunity 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Therein lies the secret to the simulation economy and the dissolution of the productivity paradox.  While failing 10,000 times in the age of Edison required superhuman fortitude, today it’s relatively easy because we have the opportunity to fail in the virtual world as many times as we like at minimal cost in blood and treasure.We can experiment with business models, tweak designs, rapidly prototype, present to investors and test the market, all during our morning coffee.  As our technology advances further, these simulations will become more realistic through holographic technology and agent based models.The more we continue to improve our ability to experiment in the virtual world, the more we will succeed in the real one.



Why simulation? 
• The Operator’s working environment was characterized by 

static analysis done at a local (component) level. 

• The Operator had no prior modeling experience but was 
developing an emerging understanding of simulation 
technology and its applications. 

Excellence Through Modeling 

If I find 10,000 ways something won’t 
work, I haven’t failed. I am not 
discouraged, because every wrong 
attempt discarded is another step 
forward. 

Thomas Edison 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The model was originally created to assess the impacts of deferred batches at a major downstream refiner.�Secondary purposes for the model included general diagnostics tool for operational scheduling and long term infrastructure planning.



Business Objective 
– Understand & Evaluate Impact of Customer 

behavior on down stream deliveries   

– Identify & Remove Bottlenecks in a multi-
terminal oil & gas pipeline network 

 
• Key Performance Metrics   

– Throughput  
– Infrastructure Capacity 

• Input Parameters  
– Infrastructure configuration, Batch sequencing rules, Injection rules, 

landing rules, Terminal operation rules, Commodity integrity rules, 
Components Reliability, Change orders, Conflicts resolution, etc.   

Problem Statement 



Business user’s dream … 

 Model Capabilities: 
– discover system bottlenecks 
– evaluate mitigation options  
– assess and measure the associated upstream and downstream 

effects  
– easy scale for new components or business rules  
– adopt / adjust to the changing conditions  

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Thank you Allan.Before we can talk about key challenges that we encountered during development of model that would answer key business questions, I would like to introduce a definition of the key term  - Simulation model of the system. If you try to find a definition of such term in academic world,  you are going to find something similar to what is presented on this slide. In other word - simple terms – it is a model that replicates dynamics of reality by simulating interaction of key system’s components and as the result predicts future states and most importantly their behavior.Such model allows analysts discover, evaluate and assess complex system bottlenecks and their effect on other components. In addition lets not forget that the key capability of the model is measure – quantify – the associated impact.Developing a Simulation model for a system is not an easy task but it is achievable. What we would like to share with you is a couple of example of challenges we encountered during this project and some approach we took to mitigate them.



 
• Attempting to model an entire 

system: 
– Volume of information 
– Complexity of the system as whole 

 

• Choosing the right modeling 
methods: 
– Traditional modeling approaches 
– Modeling paradigms 

 

Modeling Challenges 

 5 major terminals 

 73 tanks 

 over 1,200 connectivities 

 47 commodity types 

 16 Pools 

 20 defaults routes 

 37 business rules 

 26,000 km 

 14.5M bbl per day 

 over 400 batches in 
pipelines at any time   
 
 
 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The key challenges in developing any simulation model but especially system of components is attempting to model an entire system. When you are talking about a system like this where you have over 1,500 components to take into account that includes: 5 terminals, 73 tanks, over 1200 conncetivities, 47 comodoties, etc. Usually, there are two major factors that make the system’s behavior difficult to predict and understand. One of them is the volume of information that needs to be accounted for. Mostly it is a result of great number of components that have a series of properties or behavior patterns that need to be considered.    Another one is the complexity of the system as whole. A single change in one of the inputs might trigger a ripple effect of changes through the whole system. And sometimes the effect is completely opposite of what was originally expected.The difficulty of predicting the reaction of a system to an action or change increases exponentially with the number of components or their complexity. This is where the simulation model of the system can help. In this case a simulator calculates the dynamics of the systems by taking into account the system’s current states and predicts future states and their operational behavior. By running different scenarios a systems’ simulator can assist with operational analysis, bottlenecks identification, and in some cases in planning future operations. 



• Abstraction Level 
– reaching a balance between model being good enough to answer 

business questions and level of model’s complexity and cost 

• Model goodness of fit 
– agreeing in advance on required model’s level of accuracy and 

reliability 

• Scalability 
– ability to extend this model by adding additional terminals, 

pipelines or tanks 

• Reality check 
– variability needs to be introduced to increase model’s 

approximation of the real world situations 

Modeling an entire system 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The key in developing a robust system is to find a common denominator in creating a set of key components that can be reused in creating a complex system.  How many time we’ve heard a statement: … our system is different our … our terminal is different, we operate our lines and pipelines in different ways. And I’m not talking different from organization to organization. It is different from location to location.   



• Agent Based   
 models behavior, and the choice of how to 

direct the oil through the network, 
particularly where it interacts with breakout 
terminals, requires advanced behavior. 

Modeling Paradigm 

• Discrete Event 
a simple process based on ordering on how 
to deal with the oil moving through the 
network. 

• System Dynamics 
continuous flow modeling, as well as 
abstract feedback-driven processes.  



Model Outcomes 

Initial Challenges: Actions: 
 Attempting to model an entire 

system 
 Model for specific business question 

 Right abstraction level 
 Choosing the right modeling 

methods 
 Combination of all 3 modeling 

methods 

Benefits: Disadvantages: 
 Relatively Robust System  Complex and Lengthy Validation  

 Focuses on specific set of questions 
 Complementing existing 

simulation tools (E.g. hydraulic 
models, RAM models, etc.) 

 Multiple Simulation tools 



Business Outcomes 

 Capital saving: between $50-$80M 
 Operating saving: in $2M per month 
 Organizational Transformation 

 



Why the future of  
Innovation is Simulation? 

we would sit amongst 
ourselves, decide how the 
world might work and test 
our ideas in the market 

Past 

now we can test them in a 
virtual environment built by 
real world data at much 
lower levels of cost and risk 

Present 

tomorrow we will have 
ability to integrate models 
in operation execution 
cycle with ability to adopt 
(optimize) real time 

Future 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
There is no one “theory of the case” anymore, but thousands of them, being run constantly.  The point isn’t to be right, but to become less wrong over time.We’re increasingly moving towards a simulation economy, where strategic analysis gives way to reconstructing phenomena from real world data, testing hypotheses and learning.



Questions & Answers 

About Stream Systems 
• We are a full service multi-disciplinary consultancy specializing 

in Complex Simulations, Advanced Optimization and Predictive 
Analytics for OIL and GAS Industry. 

• We provide services in custom model development and 
implementation, staff training and support, application 
development, and operational analysis. 

• We have deep industry knowledge in oil and gas upstream and 
midstream and downstream operations with a particular focus 
on operations scheduling and logistics. 

• We are problem solvers that help capital intensive industries 
reduce costs or extract additional volumes from expansion 
projects using advanced planning tools and techniques. 
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